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The British Library:

‘This is the life blood of research and innovation’

GIA Funding 08/09:
£94.8m operational, 
£12m capital

Other funding secured 07/08: 
c.£33m

Helping people 
advance knowledge to 

enrich lives

National library of the UK.
Serves researchers, business, 
libraries, education & the general 
public

Collection includes over 2m   
sound recordings, 5m reports, theses 
and conference papers, the world’s 
largest patents collection (c.50m)

The largest document supply 
service in the world. Secure 
e-delivery and ‘just in time’
digitisation enables desktop 
delivery within 2 hours

3 main sites in London and 
Yorkshire. Circa 2,000 staff

Business and IP Centre: 
Providing inspiration, and enabling 
protection of creative capital and 
business development

Generates value to the UK 
economy each year of 4.4 times 
public funding

Collection fills over 600km of 
shelving and grows at 11km per year
30 Tb of digital material growing 
rapidly

Science and Innovation Investment Framework 2004-20 14, H.M. Treasury (2004)
Information infrastructure
2.23 The growing UK research base must have ready and efficient access to information of all kinds – such as 
experimental data sets, journals, theses, conference proceedings and patents. This is the life blood of research 
and innovation .
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Supporting research

Social Sciences

Science, 
Technology & 
Medicine

Arts & Humanities

� Document Supply service provides 1.4m articles/year 
primarily to scientists

� Renewed engagement with researchers using digital content 
and online services

� In-depth focus on biomedicine and energy/environment
� Collection includes journals, patents, theses and more, and is 

updated by some 9,000 articles every day

� A significant international collection of books, journals, 
reports, theses, official publications and other materials

� A unique collection of grey literature, of special interest 
to practitioners and theoreticians

� Research collaboration with ESRC

� Greatest research collection of its kind in the world
� World-class curatorial expertise by subject, medium 

and geographical area
� BL has been developing world-leading e-innovations 

for past decade (e.g. International Dunhuang Project) 
and building a significant corpus of digitised texts 

� Research collaboration with AHRC, British Academy 
and HEIs
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Building the 21 st Century Digital Library Infrastructure

� BL Digital library system
� Large scale, highly resilient digital store 

(complete online copies at each location)
� Continuous validation & correction
� Long term digital storage for BL content & 

eLegal deposit/distribution
� Long term access (digital preservation)

� Leading EU-funded digital preservation 
project ‘Planets’ (16 UK & international 
partners)

� Developing cost models and case studies 
with UCL (‘Life’ project)

� Microsoft Office Open XML in next 
version of MS Office

Edinburgh - 2009

Boston Spa

Aberystwyth

St. Pancras
Oxford 
Univ.

Cambridge 
Univ.
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Digital Library System: Progress So Far

� Live Content Streams

� Sound Archives

� Voluntary Digital Donations

� Nineteenth Century Digitised 
Books

� Born Digital Newspapers

� Storage

� >440,000 Digital Items

� >30 Terabytes of Content

� Coming soon

� eJournals

� Digitised Newspapers
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Datasets: some persistent problems

A widening gap in the scientific 
record between published research 
and the data that underlies it
� Published work held by libraries
� Datasets held by data centres
� No widely used method to 

identify datasets
� No widely used method to cite 

datasets
� No effective way to link between 

datasets and articles

As a result, datasets are
� Difficult to discover
� Difficult to access
� Second-class citizens in the 

scientific record
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Datasets in the scholarly record (OECD White Paper)

� 45% of journal publishers provide access to datasets 
associated with journal articles they publish

� But there are no rules about how to publish, present, cite, or 
otherwise catalogue datasets

Citation
Main mortality estimate: Estimated settler mortality. 
Settler mortality is calculated from the mortality 
rates of European-born soldiers, sailors, and 
bishops when stationed in colonies. It measures 
the effects of local diseases on people without 
inherited or acquired immunities. Source: 
Acemoglu et al. (2001), based on Curtin (1989) 
and other sources .

Citation
Tertiary school enrollment: School 
enrollment, tertiary (% of gross). Source: 
Barro and Lee (2000) and their 
databases
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Persistent identifiers: A key component of the soluti on

In order to provide global access to data sets and their metadata 
through existing catalogues we must have a method to persistently 
identify them!

This enables:
� Citation
� Increased visibility 
� Easier re-use and verification
� Enhanced impact tracking for data producers (Citation Index)
� Support for the Brussels declaration on STM publishing 
� Reduced duplication of research data
� Stimulation of new research
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Dataset citation using Digital Object Identifiers (DOI s)

The DOI system offers an easy 
way to connect the article with 
the underlying data

Several organisations  have 
started to assign DOIs to 
datasets
� IUCR, ICPSR, OECD through 

CrossRef
� Pangea, Mare, and others 

through TIB

Dataset
G.Yancheva, N. R. Nowaczyk et al (2007)
Rock magnetism and X-ray flourescence
spectrometry analyses on sediment cores 
of the Lake Huguang Maar, Southeast 
China, PANGAEA 
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.587840

Article
G. Ycheva, N. R. Nowaczyk et al (2007) 
Influence of the intertropical convergence 
zone on the East Asian monsoon
Nature 445, 74-77
doi:10.1038/nature05431

Cite
s
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Key facts about DOI

Usage
� >35m DOIs have been assigned
� >2m resolutions each month 

Organizational
� Not-for-profit International DOI 

Foundation (IDF)
� Provides social infrastructure
� Includes autonomous registration 

authorities
� Registration is carried out in co-

operation with a publication agent
� Publication agents are 

responsible for the content (e.g., 
quality assurance and storage)

Technical
� A DOI Name is a persistent 

identifier used to cite and link 
resources 
� Linked to an object, as an 

entity – not to its location 
� The location may change, 

but the DOI remains the 
same

� The DOI System holds 
metadata about objects 
including their URL

� Resolution redirects the user 
from a DOI name to the URL
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Strengths and weaknesses of DOI

DOIs have some strong advantages
� Accepted by researchers and scientists
� Mature infrastructure
� Put datasets on the same playing  field as articles

But perceived as
� Expensive

� The current IDF business model favours larger registration 
agencies

� Publisher oriented
� The largest registration agency is the publisher-oriented 

CrossRef
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Joint Registration Agency

Organisations with the national science library role are working together to 
establish a European and global infrastructure to support researchers by 
providing methods for them to locate, identify, and cite research datasets 
with confidence

The JRA 
� Maintains the resolution infrastructure
� Maintains a searchable database of metadata
� Manages the identifiers over the long term
� Establish and share best practice

Publishing agents (data centres, research institutes) are responsible for:
� Quality assurance 
� Content storage and access 
� Creating the identifier
� Creating and updating metadata
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JRA Structure
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Typical workflow (Data Centre)

� Data Centre registers with the JRA
� Data Centre ingests a dataset and assigns an identifier
� Data Centre registers the dataset by submitting an XML file 

containing relevant bibliographic metadata and the URL for 
the dataset’s access page
� Metadata drawn from ISO 690-2 for referencing electronic 

information 

• language
• publisher
• publishing date
• publishing place

• author
• title
• size
• edition
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Typical workflow (2)

Author
� Includes citation using the DOI, just like an article

Reader
� Follows the resolvable link that includes the DOI (or 

searches for it), just like an article
� Reaches a unique landing page for the dataset

� Open to every reader
� Includes the DOI and metadata to help the reader decide 

if the dataset will help
� May need to take additional steps to access the dataset
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Research Data in Articles
2. Titelzeile (von Hand kopieren!)
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Research Data in Articles (2)
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Thanks!

The British Library is working with 
national science libraries to support 
researchers by providing methods for 
them to locate, identify, and cite 
research datasets with confidence
� This is the start of an long and 

open dialogue
� There are many open issues to 

address

We welcome your comments, 
questions, and ideas!

Adam.Farquhar at BL.UK
Memorandum of Understanding
Paris, 2-Mar-2009
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Issues

Technical
� Metadata
� Requirements for landing pages 
� Improvements to submission, update APIs
� Granularity – Identify an entire dataset, subset, row, or cell
� Updates – Identify a dataset as it was on 1-Jan-2009
� Corrections
� Queries and subsets of large datasets

Organisational
� Governance process for JRA
� Encouraging adoption


